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Voyage to Kure 
Viewing Questions
Note: timing listed below is approximate and is based on the 
PBS broadcast; home video versions may differ slightly.

PART 1

Introduction (2:35)
1. How did the early Polynesians travel?  

by boat
2. What is the name of the boat that Jean‑Michel Cousteau’s team 

will travel on?  
Searcher

3. Because the expedition team will be so far from land,  
the Searcher must serve as a floating __hospital_____.

4. What does the team find when they dive near the main  
Hawaiian Islands? 
barren reefs

5. “Our life support system has _problems___. And thus, 
 so do __we__.” 

Mokumanamana Island (9:18)
1. How many islands are part of the Northwestern  

Hawaiian Island chain?  
ten

2. List some of the animals that the team sees on their first 
shakedown dive.  
schools of fish, coral, sharks 

3. Describe the trouble the divers run into on the shakedown dive. 
bad weather, high winds 

4. List some of the animals that the team sees on their night dive. 
tiger cowry snail, conger eel, moray eel, white tip 

 reef sharks
5. Which endangered animal makes it difficult to get permits  

to land on Mokumanamana?  
Hawaiian monk seal

6. Why does the team put on new clothes before going  
onto the island?  
as protection against bringing invasive species to the island

7. What type of items is the team surprised to find on the island. 
marine debris; mostly plastic  

French Frigate Shoals (19:14)
1. List some of the animals the team sees when diving here.  

sharks, schools of fish, eel, coral, fire urchin, hermit crab 
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Tern Island (21:23)
1. Which type of animal is abundant on Tern Island?  

birds
2. List some of the places where the birds nest on Tern Island.  

on buildings, boat trailers, in bushes
3. What do the birds eat?  

squid, marine debris; some eat other birds
4. Which animal nests on East Island?  

green sea turtles
5. What do tiger sharks try to eat here?  

albatross
6. Name the only seal species in Hawaii.  

monk seal
7. How many of these endangered animals are left? 
 less than 1,500

La Perouse Pinnacle (38:38)
1. What does Holly see that she’s never seen so large before? 
 a green sea turtle
2. Who tags along on this dive?  

a jack
3. About how old is the table coral that Jim measures? 
 about 12 years old 
4. What are some of the reasons the team uses the rebreather 

scuba gear?  
fewer bubbles allows the team to get closer to wildlife;  
they can stay underwater for longer periods of time  
and have a shorter decompression time

Raita Bank (44:32)
1. What formed the island chain known as the Hawaiian Islands?  

a hot spot
2. What are the submerged peaks called?  

sea mounts
3. What type of apex predators will the team see here? 
 sharks, jacks, tuna
4. What type of illegal boat does the team find?  

fishing boat
5. Why is longline fishing banned around the islands? 
 to protect the monk seals from entanglement

Maro Reef (49:38)
1. What does the team hope to find when diving here? 
 large numbers of sharks
2. Do they find them?  

yes
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PART 2

Laysan Island (2:23)
1. What precautions does the team take to avoid bringing 

dangerous new species to Laysan Island?  
leave some equipment behind;  sprayed clothing with DEET 

 (insect repellent); froze clothes
2. What were people mining for on Laysan Island?  

guano (coral sand mixed with seabird droppings used  
for fertilizer and to make explosives)

3. What animal did the workers introduce to the island?  
rabbits

4. What did this exotic animal eat?  
all the vegetation

5. What happened to the birds? Why?  
birds became buried in sand because there were no longer 
plants to hold the sand/soil in place 

6. Why are volunteers planting native plants on the island?  
to restore the native populations

7. What does Jean‑Michel find on the beach?  
marine debris

8. Why do birds eat these items?  
fish lay eggs on them

9. List some examples of what Jean‑Michel finds.  
lighters, toothbrushes, toys, mascara, vials 

10. How do these things get here?  
by ocean currents and birds

Pearl and Hermes Atoll (17:19)
1. What is the Pearl and Hermes Atoll named after?  

shipwrecks
2. After a sunken ship has stopped polluting the area, what can it 

provide for the animals that live here?  
homes for animals; nesting sites

South East Island (20:50)
1. Where is Verbesina encelioides originally from? 
 the midwestern U.S.
2. How did it get here?  

traveled with the U.S. military and Coast Guard
3. In order to prevent more unwanted species from invading the 

island, what do people do to their clothing?  
freeze them to kill unwanted species from hitching a ride

4. What are some of the problems that the team runs into  
on the night dive?  
a rebreather fails; light malfunctions

5. Why do they have to end their dive early?  
strong currents become too difficult
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6. Why is it helpful for the divers to be able to communicate with 
the boat and each other?  
improved safety; more immediate reports of sightings

7. Monk seals, sharks and jacks are large _predators________

Midway Atoll (32:24)
1. Why does the team stop at Midway Atoll?  

to refuel 
2. What killed the bird whose carcass Jean‑Michel finds? 
 eating too much marine debris
3. What causes “droop wing”?  

ingestion of lead
4. What may be the most damaging refuse of all?  

fishing nets
5. How do people clean this up?  

towed behind boats and snorkel down to cut nets away
6. Estimates are that six or seven_ countries drop nets into the 

ocean instead of repairing them. 
7. Why are the nets so dangerous?  

they entangle everything they come into contact with
8. Why is so much trash concentrated in the Northwestern 

Hawaiian Islands?  
ocean currents bring it here 

Kure Atoll (40:30)
1. How many people live on Kure Atoll?  

one
2. How far is it around the perimeter of Kure? 
 about three miles
3. What does the team hope to see the Galapagos 
 sharks do?  

feed
4. Who does the team run into on their dive?  

monk seal #030
5. Why is every individual monk seal important? 
 because there are so few left


